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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A metaphysical tale of Lovecra ian horror, the short story Inside
Darkness (about 7,000 words) guides the reader through an hallucinatory descent into a time-forgotten city
where nothing is what it seems. Excerpt: Lost in the seas which divide the western most shores of the lands of
Uqbar from the Asian continent, lies the island once known as Malcuria by the cartographers of the King of
Avis, and referred to as al-Malak-ran by the Muslim historians of the late ninth century. From its northern side
stretches a peninsula formed by the prolongation of the Maal Mountains into the waters, ending in the majestic
wall of stone known as the Daere Links -- the twin guardians --, which hide the city of Toremel from the world.
All that can be seen by a traveler approaching from the north is a dark spot on the horizon. Small, almost
unnoticeable, at first, it grows in width and height with every mile, not unlike the sun rising from the eastern
waters, although it casts over the skies a thick, unnatural shadow, rather than the healthy warmth of sunlight.
Once a ship comes close enough to the rocky shores, even in midsummer, it is swallowed by the darkness, as
the maddening height of the stone conceals the sun, leaving only a dim reminiscent light high in the skies,
which is, in turn, completely blocked by the smoke emanating from the sulfurous lava running through remote
valleys never named by men. Casting their light on the water, however, the stars of the northern hemisphere
can still, for a while, be seen by the unfortunate crew of the ship, as if God, in his mercy, had...
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